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• The webinar will be recorded and shared as soon as it is available via email

• Today’s materials will be shared in the chat box

• All lines are muted

• NASBA CPE requirements – in order to receive CPE for this webinar: 
• Participants must be connected to the session (both audio and presentation) 

for its entirety
• Participants must answer three questions/elements of engagement
• One (1) hour of CPE in the field of tax will be granted if you meet 

these requirements

Housekeeping Items

DISCLAIMER: The presenters, Eric Wenger, Ruthann Woll and William Onorato, and RKL LLP and its subsidiaries/affiliates 
are not held responsible for information that has changed or will change and makes no representation or warranty as to 
the ongoing accuracy of the information presented orally or in writing. Attendees should consult with legal, accounting 
and other advisors.
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Welcome and
Meet Your Team

Bill is a Senior Wealth Strategist with RKL Wealth Management. With 
more than 25 years’ experience in estate planning and wealth strategy, 
Bill specializes in helping high net worth families plan for long-term 
success. He specializes in  multi-generational planning, legacy planning, 
business succession, estate planning and philanthropy. 

Eric Wenger, CPA, MST | Partner, Tax Services Group
Eric serves as Managing Partner of the Lancaster Office. Throughout his 
more than two decades in public accounting, Eric has enjoyed the ongoing 
challenge of applying evolving tax and financial regulations for the benefit 
of his clients. As Partner in RKL’s Tax Services Group, he primarily advises 
closely held and family owned companies regarding tax and general 
business matters, including succession planning.

William Onorato, JD, MBA | Senior Wealth Strategist, 
RKL Wealth Management

Ruthann Woll, CPA | Partner, Tax Services Group

Ruthann is a Partner in RKL’s Tax Services Group. She oversees firm wide 
individual tax planning and compliance efforts and leads the firm’s 
nonprofit tax niche. Ruthann comprehensively serves the tax accounting 
needs of high-net-worth and high-earning individual clients, helping them 
minimize tax exposure through strategies like gift and estate planning, 
tax-loss harvesting and charitable contributions.

Legislative Update 

President Biden’s Proposed Tax Plan

Financial & Estate Planning Impact
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• Democrats have control of Presidency, Senate, House.

• Senate: 50/50 with Vice President Kamala Harris casting tie-breaking vote. 
• Most moderate (conservative) Democrats: Senator Joe Manchin (WV) and 

Senator Kyrsten Sinema (AZ).

• House: 220 Democrats, 211 Republicans.

• Challenge for Democrats: Figure out how to convert years of talking and 
campaigning about higher taxes on corporations and wealthy Americans 
into legislation that can get through the slim margins in Congress.

Composition of Congress
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Legislative Negotiations: Current Status

• Bipartisan agreement
• Last week group of 10 moderate Senators (5D + 5R) announced they had 

reached an agreement on the “physical infrastructure.”  

• $1 trillion infrastructure deal – “Physical Infrastructure”
• $400 billion in expected baseline transportation funding that 

Congress must regularly renew
• $579 billion in new spending; includes transportation projects, 

water systems, broadband, improved power grids

• No new income or estate taxes or tax increases; focuses on 
“Tax Gap” 

• Includes funding for better IRS enforcement, plus miscellaneous “cookie 
jars”
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Legislative Negotiations: Current Status (continued)

Sources: Cornerstone Macro, White House and press reports
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Legislative Negotiations: Current Status
(continued)

• Broader anti-poverty package – “Human Infrastructure”
• Elder care, child care, climate provisions, preschool and various 

education provisions, tax increases on wealthy and corporations 

• This bill (not yet introduced) would likely include more substantive 
tax law changes
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Strategies for 
Passage

• Reconciliation process 
• Special process that makes legislation easier to pass 

in the Senate.  
• Starts with the congressional budget resolution –

cannot be stalled by filibuster, and does not need 
President’s signature.

• Instead of needing 60 votes, a reconciliation bill only 
needs a simple majority in the Senate. 

• “Byrd Rule” prohibits inclusion of “extraneous” measures 
in reconciliation, defining “extraneous” by criteria related 
to timeframe, deficit impact, subject matter.
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• Which priorities will be funded? 

• How much to spend?  

• How much must be paid for?  

• Which tax increases will occur and when?  

• Is U.S. electorate more amenable to broader 
tax increases if positioned as addressing 
inequality or corporate tax avoidance? 

Pitfalls, Questions, Risks

• What actions would alienate moderate 
Democrats? Progressive Democrats?

• How will Speaker Pelosi and the House respond 
to Senate action? Must bipartisan bill plus 
reconciliation bill be brought to House 
simultaneously?

• Will President Biden sign one bill without 
the other?
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Timing
• Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) said June 24, 2021 he planned to bring up in July 

both the bipartisan infrastructure bill and the budget resolution, which will set the overall 
spending levels and parameters of the larger, anti-poverty package. 

• Lawmakers expected to work on passing that package in September, following Congress’ traditional 
August break.

• “Everyone in our caucus knows you can’t do one without the other. My sales pitch to our whole 
caucus is: If we don’t have unity, we’re going to get nothing done.” – Senator Schumer

• Cornerstone Macro commentary: “It’s almost inconceivable a reconciliation bill could come to a 
vote in the Senate before September, and more likely October or later.”
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POLLING QUESTION
To be eligible for CPE, 3 polling questions must be answered.
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PRESIDENT BIDEN’S 
PROPOSED TAX PLAN
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Recent Policy Developments
• The American Jobs Plan – March 31, 2021 (focused more on businesses)

• The American Families Plan – April 28, 2021 (focused more on individuals)

• Biden Administration Budget Proposal – June 2, 2021

• Treasury Department “Greenbook” – June 2, 2021
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The American 
Jobs Plan

• Reform corporate taxation
• Corporate income tax rate increased to 28%
• Impose a 15% minimum tax on book earnings 

of large corporations
• International tax reform and repeals

• Support housing and infrastructure
• Expand Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
• Provide Neighborhood Homes Investment 

Tax Credit
• New Markets Tax Credit made permanent

• Prioritize clean energy
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The American 
Families Plan

• Broad range of initiatives aimed at 
lower-income and middle-class families, 
including:

• Free community college
• Universal pre-school
• Assistance for teachers
• Nutrition assistance
• Tax credits for health insurance 
• Support for childcare
• Paid family and medical leave
• Expanded tax credits
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The American 
Families Plan

• Proposals released to pay for 
American Families Plan initiatives:

• Increase top income tax rate to 39.6%
• Tax capital gains at 39.6% for households 

making more than $1 million
• Eliminate like-kind exchange treatment (1031 

exchanges) for gains greater than $500,000 
• Eliminate special treatment for carried 

interests to tax them at ordinary rates
• Apply 3.8% Medicare surtax consistently to 

those making over $400,000
• Increase investment in the IRS to increase 

enforcement
• Additional estate changes 
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Premium Tax Credit

• Refundable credit available to 
taxpayers who get health 
insurance through marketplace

• Income threshold modified 
for eligibility

• Contribution percentages 
decreased

Expanded Tax Credits Would Be Permanent

Earned Income Tax Credit

• Refundable credit available to 
taxpayers with low income levels

• Expanded eligibility to taxpayers 
as young as age 19 (not a 
dependent)

Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit

• Credit available to taxpayers who 
must pay for childcare to allow 
them to work

• Credit fully refundable for eligible 
taxpayers

• Allowable expenses increased to 
$8,000 for taxpayers with one 
qualifying child

• $16,000 for two or more qualifying 
children
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Expanded Child Tax Credit
• American Rescue Plan Act made Child Tax Credit (CTC) 

fully refundable for taxpayers in 2021

• CTC increased to $3,000 for children age six though 17

• CTC increased to $3,600 for children under age six

• Increased adjusted gross income thresholds

• American Families Plan would extend the expanded 
CTC through 2026
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Increase Highest Marginal Rate for Individuals
• Pre-Tax Cut and Jobs Act top income tax rate of 39.6%

• Current highest marginal rate is 37%

• For 2022, taxable income thresholds impacted would be:
• Single – over $452,700
• MFJ – over $509,300
• HOH – over $481,000
• MFS – over $254,650
(Note: All the above taxable income thresholds are currently subject to 35% marginal tax rate)

• Thresholds will be indexed for inflation
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Adjusted Gross Income over $1 million
• Current maximum tax on long-term capital gains is 20%

• Proposed tax rate increase to the top rate on ordinary 
income

• Ordinary income tax rate is proposed at 39.6%

Tax High-Income Individual Capital Gains 
and Qualified Dividends at Ordinary Rates

Now: Factor in Net Investment Income Tax
• Add 3.8% net investment income tax

• Effective tax rate on long-term capital gains and 
qualified dividends is now 43.4%
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“Households making over $1 million—the top 0.3 
percent of all households—will pay the same 39.6 
percent rate on all their income, equalizing the 
rate paid on investment returns and wages.”

White House Fact Sheet: The American Families Plan, April 28, 2021

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/04/28/fact-sheet-the-american-families-plan/
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Example
• Taxpayer filing Married Filing Jointly

• Ordinary income of $900,000 and long-term capital gain of $200,000

• First $100,000 taxed at 20% current preferential rate

• Second $100,000 taxed at ordinary income tax rate of proposed 39.6%

• Tax on a $200,000 long-term capital gain would be $59,600 (average 30% tax rate)
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Where Is the Impact?
• Indirect impact

• Market fluctuations as taxpayers sell assets in advance of the tax law changes

• Direct impact
• Business owners who are planning to sell their business
• Real estate investors 
• Clients who have large concentrated positions in public securities

• Proposal options
• May accept a capital gains rate from 20% to the 25%-28% range
• This change may be for all capital gains versus only income at a certain 

adjusted gross income
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POLLING QUESTION
To be eligible for CPE, 3 polling questions must be answered.
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Limit Like-Kind Exchange Deferrals
• TCJA limited the ability to defer gains using a like-kind exchange to exchanges of 

real property

• Proposed law change is a further restriction

• Proposed law caps amount of gain that can be deferred in Section 1031 exchange
• $500,000 per taxpayer, per year
• $1 million Married Filing Jointly

• Gains that exceed the cap will be subject to tax in the year the taxpayer transfers 
the real property

• Year 2022 and beyond
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• Current law
• Income attributable to a profits interest is generally subject to self-employment tax
• Exception – partnership generates types of income that are excludable

• Capital gains, certain interest and dividends

• Proposed law
• Tax as ordinary income a partner’s share of income on investment services 

partnership interest
• Regardless of the character of income at the partnership level
• If the partner’s taxable income from all sources exceeds $400,000
• Would not be eligible for reduced rates that apply to long-term capital gains

Tax Carried Interests as Ordinary Income
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Proposed Medicare Surtax Changes
• Current structure

• 3.8% tax on net investment income (NII) generally includes passive income
• Married Filing Jointly adjusted gross income (AGI) over $250,000 ($200,000 for single and HOH)
• Self-employment income is not subject to NII tax

• Proposed changes
• All income not subject to self-employment tax would be subject to NII tax
• This would pertain to taxpayers with AGI over $400,000
• Aimed at non-passive S Corporation shareholders and limited partners/LLC members
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Increase IRS Enforcement
• Additional funding to increase enforcement and 

compliance efforts

• Enhance technology

• Allocate resources to enforce activities for 
taxpayers with income of $400,000 and higher

• Increase oversight of tax preparers 
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American Families Plan: What’s Missing? 
• No reinstatement of the SALT deduction

• No income tax changes previously proposed during campaign such as:
• Expanding the 12.4% Social Security tax to income greater than $400,000
• Cap of itemized deductions at 28%
• New Section 199A deduction phase-out
• Restoration of the 3% Pease Limitation

• Changes to estate tax exemptions and rates

• No wealth tax
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Proposed Budget and Greenbook
• Greenbook generally provides examples and additional clarification on initial proposals

• Clarification of note:
• Retroactive capital gains tax increase to April 28, 2021

• Will be hard to pass a retroactive tax increase 
• More likely to be effective on the date of enactment
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POLLING QUESTION
To be eligible for CPE, 3 polling questions must be answered.
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FINANCIAL & ESTATE 
PLANNING IMPACT
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• Key questions facing planners today:

• What is going to happen to estate tax exemptions and rates?

• Is the step-up in basis at death going to be eliminated?

• Will there be a wealth tax imposed on ultra high net worth taxpayers?

• What other potential changes are lurking?

• What will the effective date be on any of the changes above?

Wealth Transfer Planning in 2021
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Democratic Proposals

• The Ultra-Millionaire Tax Act (March 1, 2021)

• The For the 99.5% Act (March 25, 2021)

• The Sensible Taxation and Equity Promotion Act & H.R. 2286 
(March 29, 2021)

• The American Jobs Plan (March 31, 2021)

• The American Housing and Economic Mobility Act (April 23, 2021)

• The American Families Plan (April 28, 2021)

• Biden Administration Budget Proposal (June 2, 2021)

• Treasury Department Greenbook (June 2, 2021)

Recent Proposals Impacting Wealth Transfer Planning

Republican Proposals

• The Death Tax Repeal Act of 2021 (March 9, 2021)

• The Estate Tax Reduction Act (May 13, 2021)
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Estate Tax Exemptions and Rates
• Under current law, the estate tax exemption is $11.7 million for an individual ($23.4 million for a married couple) and 

the top estate tax rate is 40%.

• The estate tax exemption will revert back to $5 million (adjusted for inflation, likely around $6 million by 2026) when 
the current tax law sunsets on December 31, 2025.

• President Biden, on his campaign website, indicated he would reduce the estate tax exemption to $3.5 million as a 
means to pay for his family medical leave proposals.

• In the Biden-Sanders Unity Task Force Memorandum released in July 2020, there was a stated desire to restore the 
estate tax exemption and rates to “historical norms” but did not provide any specifics.  

• In the “For the 99.5% Act,” Senator Bernie Sanders proposes to reduce the estate tax exemption to $3.5 million with 
a lifetime gift exemption of $1 million and increase estate tax rates to as high as 65% on estates over $1 billion.

• Notably absent from the American Families Plan, President Biden’s budget proposal and the Treasury Department’s 
Greenbook are any proposals to modify estate tax exemptions and rates. In fact, the Greenbook released by the 
Biden administration deleted all proposals to modify estate and gift tax that were previously contained in the 
Greenbook under the Obama administration.
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In only one year out of the past 12 
years was the exemption at $3.5 
million.  

The exemption has been $5 million 
or greater since 2010.

Historical Estate 
Tax Exemptions 
and Rates

Year Estate Tax Exemption Top Estate Tax Rate
1997 $600,000 55%
1998 $625,000 55%
1999 $650,000 55%
2000 $675,000 55%
2001 $675,000 55%
2002 $1,000,000 50%
2003 $1,000,000 49%
2004 $1,500,000 48%
2005 $1,500,000 47%
2006 $2,000,000 46%
2007 $2,000,000 45%
2008 $2,000,000 45%
2009 $3,500,000 45%
2010 $5,000,000 or $0 35% or 0%
2011 $5,000,000 35%
2012 $5,120,000 35%
2013 $5,250,000 40%
2014 $5,340,000 40%
2015 $5,430,000 40%
2016 $5,450,000 40%
2017 $5,490,000 40%
2018 $11,180,000 40%
2019 $11,400,000 40%
2020 $11,580,000 40%
2021 $11,700,000 40%
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Some possible outcomes:

• No immediate changes and exemptions revert back to 
around $6 million in 2026 as prescribed by the 2017 
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA).

• The sunsetting of the TCJA is accelerated and exemptions 
are cut to pre-TCJA levels effective January 1, 2022 
or earlier.

• Exemptions are cut to $3.5 million and estate tax rates 
are increased to as high as 65% on larger estates.

Estate Tax Exemptions 
and Rates

Effective date:

• Since the Biden administration has not proposed any 
changes to the estate tax, there is no direct suggestion 
of an effective date.

• In the For the 99.5% Act, Senator Bernie Sanders has 
proposed an effective date of January 1, 2022 for 
changes to the exemptions and tax rates.
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Elimination of the Step-Up in Basis
• Under current law, the “step-up” increases the basis of a decedent’s capital assets (i.e. stocks, real estate, business 

interests, etc.) to the fair market value as of the decedent’s date of death.  

• The elimination of the step-up in basis is viewed as a necessary companion to the proposed increase in the capital 
gains rate to 39.6% to prevent taxpayers from holding onto appreciated assets until death to avoid the high capital 
gains rate.

• It is interesting to note that the step-up in basis has been eliminated on two prior occasions in our history – once in 
1976 and once in 2010 – neither of which lasted. 

• There are three proposals addressing the elimination of the step-up in basis currently in circulation: the STEP Act, 
H.R. 2286 and the Greenbook.

• Generally speaking, all three eliminate the step-up in basis and go one step further by creating a deemed capital gain 
realization event upon death and upon gift.

• This would cause combined tax rates at death in the range of 60%-70%+ for large estates with significant 
unrealized gains.
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The STEP Act H.R. 2286 Greenbook

Deemed realization event

• At death
• Upon gift to a trust
• Upon distributions in-kind 

from a trust

• At death
• Upon gift to a trust
• Upon distributions in-kind 

from a trust

• At death
• Upon gift to a trust
• Upon distributions in-kind from a trust
• Transfers into and distributions in-kind 

from a partnership

Exemption
$1 million per individual plus the 
$250,000 per person exclusion for 
primary residence

$1 million per individual plus the 
$250,000 per person exclusion for 
primary residence

$1 million per individual (portable) plus the 
$250,000 per person exclusion for primary 
residence

Exclusions Tangible personal property;
transfers to spouses and charity

Tangible personal property;
transfers to spouses and charity

Tangible personal property; transfers to spouses 
and charity

Mark-to-market realization event for 
irrevocable non-grantor trust assets

Every 21 years Every 30 years
Every 90 years beginning January 1, 1940 (would 
include partnerships as well as non-grantor trusts) 
which means the first mark-to-market would 
occur January 1, 2030

Deduction against estate taxes Yes Yes Yes

Deferral of tax payment for 
non-publicly traded assets

15 years 7 years • Unlimited for transfers of family businesses 
that continue to operate as family businesses 

• 15 years for other non-family business assets

Effective date January 1, 2021 January 1, 2022 January 1, 2022

Elimination of the Step-Up in Basis
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POLLING QUESTION
To be eligible for CPE, 3 polling questions must be answered.
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Will There Be A Wealth Tax?
• On March 1, Senators Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders, along with five other senators introduced the 

“Ultra-Millionaire Tax” which imposes a 2% annual tax on households and trusts with a net worth between 
$50 million and $1 billion AND an additional 1% annual tax (3% total) on households and trusts with a net 
worth above $1 billion. 1

• President Biden has previously indicated on the campaign trail that he was not in favor of a wealth tax.

• Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has previously indicated that a wealth tax would be difficult to implement. 2

• The Biden administration did not include a wealth tax in the American Families Plan, its proposed budget or the 
Treasury Department’s Green Book.

• However, on June 14, 2021, Rep. Thomas Suozzi (D-NY), a member of the House Ways and Means Committee, 
indicated he is exploring the concept of a one-time wealth tax of 2.5% on wealth between $50 million and 
$100 million and 5% on wealth above $100 million. Rep. Suozzi is referring to this tax as a “patriot tax.”

See:   1.  Elizabeth Warren, March 1, 2021 press release, https://www.warren.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/
2.  New York Times, “An Interview with Janet Yellen”, February 23, 2021

https://www.warren.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/
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What Other Potential Changes Are Lurking?
• There are two notable bills recently introduced that contain substantial changes to the estate and gift tax laws:

• The For the 99.5% Act – Introduced by Senator Bernie Sanders, similar to bills he has introduced annually over the 
past 10 years.

• The American Housing and Economic Mobility Act – Introduced by Senator Elizabeth Warren, similar to bills she has 
previously introduced.

• Both bills propose to lower the estate tax exemption to $3.5 million, with Senator Sanders’ bill also proposing 
a lifetime gift exemption of $1 million.

• Both bills increase to estate tax rates to as high as 65% with Senator Warren’s bill imposing an additional 
10% surtax on estates larger than $1 billion.

• The effective date for these changes in Senator Sanders’ bill is January 1, 2022. Senator Warren’s bill takes 
effect for the calendar year of enactment (essentially retroactive).
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What Other Potential Changes Are Lurking?
• Both bills also seek to limit or eliminate a number estate planning strategies that have been 

commonly used over the years, including but not limited to:

• Grantor trusts – Enact a new Section 2901 that would, among other things:
1. Cause all assets held in a grantor trust to be included in the grantor’s estate;
2. Treat any distribution from a grantor trust to a beneficiary as a gift from the grantor; and
3. Treat any event that turns off the grantor status as a gift from the grantor to the beneficiaries.

• Section 2901 would apply to:
1. Trusts created on or after the effective date;
2. Any portion of a trust created before the date of enactment to which a contribution is made on or after the date 

of enactment.

• This would have far-reaching effects and would potentially impact all life insurance trusts, even those 
created prior to the effective date that are still receiving contributions for premiums.
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What Other Potential Changes Are Lurking?
• GRATs – Establish a minimum 10-year term and a minimum remainder interest

• Dynasty trusts – Limit to 50 years

• Valuation discounts – Eliminate discounts for all intents and purposes

• Annual exclusion gifts – Cumulative cap at $20,000 for gifts to trusts, which further impacts life 
insurance trusts

• Unlike the effective date for the changes to estate tax exemptions contained in Senator Sanders’ bill, the 
effective date for these changes is the date of enactment in Senator Sanders’ bill.

• These changes in Senator Warren’s bill also take effect the calendar year of the date of enactment. 
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What Can We Do Now?
1. Utilize the current $11.7 million exemptions to the fullest extent as soon as possible. The current 

high exemptions are a “use it or lose it” proposition. As a broad, general rule of thumb:

2. If an $11.7 million gift does not make sense, a smaller gift between $5 million to $11.7 million can 
still work to effectively remove future growth from a client’s estate and provide some benefit from 
the higher exemptions.

3. A common strategy for married clients is to make a gift to a spousal lifetime access trust (SLAT) 
where the non-donor spouse is a beneficiary of the trust.

Net worth Action

$0 - $15 million No gift or possibly a smaller gift

$15 million - $25 million Case-by case analysis

$25 million - $50 million Use one exemption; maybe two if married

$50 million+ Use two exemptions if married
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What Can We Do Now?
4. In cases where these strategies are being contemplated already or may be recommended in the 

future, it may be advisable to accelerate the creation GRATs, ILITs and grantor trusts now so that 
they are grandfathered from some of the potential changes.  

5. For clients who own life insurance trusts that could be impacted by changes to the grantor trust 
rules, the potential impact should be assessed and a plan developed to address any issues 
created by such changes. Explore ways to fund insurance premiums without making annual gifts 
to the insurance trust. Potential limitations on annual exclusion gifting could also impact the 
payment of premiums.

6. In light of potential changes to GRATs, it may make sense to create longer-term GRATs now. The 
frequently used two-year rolling GRAT strategy may not be available going forward.  
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Thank You for Joining Us
Questions? 
• Contact your RKL advisor
• Visit rklcpa.com for more updates and guidance 

DISCLAIMER: The presenters and RKL LLP and its subsidiaries/affiliates are not held responsible for information that has 
changed or will change and makes no representation or warranty as to the ongoing accuracy of the information presented 
orally or in writing. Attendees should consult with legal, accounting and other advisors.

http://www.rklcpa.com/
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